FieldAware Scheduling and Dispatch

The most advanced and easy to use scheduling and dispatch system in the industry.

Key features

- Assign jobs directly from the work order
- Optimize scheduling based on worker skills and job type
- Display complete job information by technician and job from map view
- Automatically display new and active jobs on Dashboard

FieldAware's Scheduling and Dispatch features can accelerate work order creation, job scheduling and dispatch – and your business.

Scheduling and Dispatch

FieldAware’s Scheduling and Dispatch enables companies to view the status and history of any job at any location. The robust filtering capability allows companies to filter – and save – job views by location, technician(s), crew(s), customer or job status. The interactive, real-time display (with map) is one of the industry’s most advanced.

FieldAware provides the visibility needed to optimize schedules and dispatch technicians faster and more efficiently. Emergency jobs or schedule changes can be transmitted instantly to the assigned technician using a mobile device. The right technician with the right skills and experience gets the job, cutting down on costly repeat visits.

With one of the most advanced – yet easy to use - scheduling and dispatch systems in the industry, FieldAware has already helped hundreds of companies to be more productive and efficient. The drag-and-drop job scheduling and real-time visibility into the location, status and history of every job has helped them to stay in touch with the business – every minute of every day.

FieldAware’s Scheduling and Dispatch features can not only help make work order assignment fast, easy and accurate, they can also provide real-time access to the status of your business, at the touch of a button.

More Information or to schedule a free demo:
FieldAware.com
**Take a Look...**

**Assign jobs directly from the work order (including crew assignment)**

- Drag-and-drop work order assignments to engineers/technicians or contractors
- Interactive, real-time display (Gantt Chart) of assigned (accepted and declined), started, paused and completed work orders with floating, current time indicator
- Map display with job location and status of work – assigned (accepted or declined), started, paused or completed
- Views (Gantt or map) can be filtered by technician(s), location, customer, job status or job location and saved for later use
- Track and view scheduled versus actual job completion times for every technician and any date range (current or historical)
- One click access to complete work order information
- Create new work orders directly from the Scheduler
- Indicator with drop down box of queued, unassigned jobs
- View job status by business hours or 24 hour day
- View job status by day, 5 day, 7 day, month or user defined date range
- Instantly reschedule or reassign work orders with drag-and-drop interface

**Map view displays complete job information by technician and job**

---

To learn more about our solutions or to schedule a demo:
Email us at sales@fieldaware.com
Visit www.fieldaware.com

Call us on
US and Canada 800-935-0736
UK 0800 098 8487
Australia, APAC 1800 821 628